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Abstract—The features of phonon–magnon interconversion in acoustic resonator determine the efficiency of
spin pumping from YIG into Pt that may be detected electrically through the inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE).
Based on the methods developed in previous works for calculating resonator structures with a piezoelectric
(ZnO) and a magnetoelastic layer in contact with the heavy metal (YIG/Pt), we present the results of numer-
ical calculations of YIG film thickness influence on acoustically driven spin waves. We obtain some YIG film
thickness regions with various behavior of dc ISHE voltage UISHE. At micron and submicron thicknesses, the
higher spin wave resonance (SWR) modes (both even and odd) can be generated with efficiency comparable
and even exceeding that of the main mode. The absolute maximum of UISHE is achieved at the thickness about
s1 ≈ 208 nm under the excitation of the first SWR.
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INTRODUCTION
With the development of new materials and struc-

tures, as well as the development of experimental tech-
niques, various aspects of the magnon-phonon inter-
action acquired a new sense and are currently being
actively explored in microwave spintronics, strein-
tronics, spincaloritronics and magnonics [1–8]. The
piezoelectric generation of acoustically driven spin
waves (ADSW) in piezoelectric /magnetoelastic struc-
tures is promising for use in low power consumption
devices free from ohmic losses [7–12]. In particular,
acoustic spin pumping (ASP)—the generation of spin
polarized electron currents from ADSW [6, 7]—is
promising for application in microwave spintronics and
attracts much attention of the researchers. In addition,
the electrical detection of magnons by means of the
ASP and the inverse spin Hall effect (ISHE) is a useful
method for investigations of magnetization dynamics
and phonon—magnon interconversion.

The magnon—phonon interactions in ferrimag-
netic yttrium iron garnet (YIG) films on gallium gad-
olinium garnet (GGG) substrates have been studied
for many decades. The main attention was paid to the
study of lateral wave propagation both under the exci-
tation of magnetic precession and under the acoustic
wave (AW) excitation by different piezoelectric trans-
ducers [5, 13–16]. The magnetoelastic interaction in

thickness mode resonators of bulk AW with ferromag-
netic and piezoelectric films was investigated in our
previous works [10–12].

In [11] we experimentally demonstrated the exci-
tation of ADSW by means of high overtone bulk AW
resonator (HBAR) containing YIG and piezoelectric
zinc oxide (ZnO) films. The resonant ASP in HBAR
containing YIG/Pt system was proposed and imple-
mented in [17, 18]. In [19, 20], a good agreement
between the theoretical and experimental frequency-
field dependences UISHE(f, H) of the magnitude of the
ISHE dc voltage was shown.

The effect of geometry on ISHE induced by the
spin pumping driven by the ferromagnetic resonance
(FMR) or by spin waves (SW) have been investigated
in many studies (see, for example, [21–23]). The
effect of magnetoelastic film thickness on power
absorption in FMR driven by surface AW was studied
in [8].

Here, we report on the theoretical investigation of
the influence of the YIG thickness on the phonon–
magnon interconversion efficiency in an acoustic cav-
ity and hence, on the ASP efficiency. In particular, we
study the features of the excitation (by means of
HBAR) and detection (through the ASP and ISHE) of
SW resonances (SWR) in micron and nanometer-
sized YIG films.
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Fig. 1. The layout of a bulk acoustic wave resonator.
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1. HBAR GEOMETRY
The structure under consideration and main vec-

tors orientation are shown in Fig. 1. A transducer con-
sisting of a piezoelectric ZnO film 1, sandwiched
between thin-film Al electrodes 2, is deposited on the
top of the GGG substrate-YIG film structure 3–4. A
thin Pt strip 5 is attached to the YIG film underneath
the acoustic resonator aperture. The external magnetic
field  lies in the plane of the structure along the z-
axis and magnetizes YIG films up to uniform satura-
tion magnetization . To excite the bulk AW
propagating along the x-axis perpendicular to the lay-
ers, the rf voltage  with frequency f is applied
across the transducer.

It is assumed that ZnO film excites shear bulk AW
with polarization along the magnetic field  [24, 25].
In the YIG layer, this wave drives magnetization
dynamics due to the magnetoelastic interaction. These
ADSWs establish a spin current  from YIG into the
Pt strip. The ISHE converts  to a conductivity cur-
rent or an electrostatic dc field 

The typical thickness parameters for the GGG
substrate (d = 500 μm), piezoelectric ZnO (l = 3 μm),
and platinum 12 nm are used for the calculations. The
positions of the interfaces YIG/Pt and YIG/GGG are
x = x0 and x = x0 + s, respectively. The YIG thickness
s is varied from some nanometers to several ten
microns.

2. METHOD OF CALCULATION
Let us consider the features of ISHE induced by

ASP in our resonator structure. The dc voltage between
Pt ends is

(1)

Here,

(2)

is the magnetization  precession cone
angle at YIG/Pt interface x = x0,  = (mx, my, 0) is the
ac magnetization,  is the normal to the interface, and

 is the vector in the direction of the Pt strip [26, 27].
In (1) we omit the characteristics of the spin detector
(Pt) and YIG/Pt interface: the spin Hall angle and the
spin mixing conductance, because they are considered
to be independent of the magnetic field, frequency,
and thickness of YIG and Pt. We also omitted the fac-
tor resulting from the current density averaging across
the Pt thickness. So we calculate the ISHE voltage
dependency on the YIG thickness while keeping all
other parameters constant.

To find the components of the ac magnetization mx
and my, entering into Eq. (2), we use one-dimensional
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and linear approximations, assuming that all variables
depend on coordinate x and time t as exp[i(k(j)x – 2πft)],
where k(j) is the wavenumber in the j-th layer. In all
nonmagnetic layers, k(j) = ±(2πf/V (j)), where V (j) is the
phase velocity of a shear AW.

In ferrite, magnetoelastic waves obey the secular
equation [12, 28, 29]:

(3)
Here, the terms in the brackets represent the disper-
sion laws for noninteracting AW and SW;

(4)

D, Hex are the exchange stiffness and magnetic field,
γ ≈ 2.8 MHz/Oe is the gyromagnetic ratio, and

 is the parameter of AW and SW inter-
action, depending on effective magnetoelastic con-
stant b [30, 31] and the elastic modulus C. Note, that
the inclusion of the exchange field Hex to (3), (4) leads
to the increase of the equation order in k (from biqua-
dratic to bicubic). This significantly complicates the
whole problem, in particular demands to use addi-
tional boundary conditions for magnetization. Never-
theless, we take Hex into account because of its signif-
icance for the formation of coupled magnetoelastic
wave spectrum and efficiency of magnon–phonon
interconversion [9, 12, 28]. The additional boundary
conditions are taken here in the form (so called free
surface spins)

(5)

For further calculations, we use the self-consistent
method accounting for the back action of ADSW in
YIG films on the elastic subsystem in all layers of the
structure (in non-magnetic layers through boundary
conditions) [19, 20]. The following elastic and mag-
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Fig. 2. Frequency dependencies at fixed magnetic field
H0 = 740 Oe of normalized dc voltages UISHE on Pt stripe
for structures with YIG thickness: s = 31 μm (a),
s = 1.5 μm (b), s = 0.5 μm (c), and s = 0.25 μm (d).
Dashed lines—frequency of magnetoelastic resonance
(fMER(H0)), dashed-dotted—frequency of ferromagnetic
(fFMR(H0)) resonances.
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netic parameters are used: (111) oriented YIG – V (4) =
3.9 × 105 cm/s, ρ(4) = 5.17 g/cm3, b = 4 × 106 erg/cm3,
D = 4.46 × 10–9 Oe cm2, GGG—V(3) = 3.57 ×
105 cm/s, ρ(3) = 7.08 g/cm3 [13, 29]; ZnO—V(1) =
2.88 × 105 cm/s, ρ(1) = 5.68 g/cm3, where ρ(j) is the
mass density of jth layer. We take 4πM0 = 955 G as the
characteristic value for La, Ga-substituted YIG epi-
taxial films used in the experiment [18]. The magnetic
losses are taken into account by replacing in Eqs. (3) and
(4) , where  Oe is the
FMR linewidth. For taking into account the elastic
losses, the analogous replacing for elastic moduli

, where  is the viscosity factor,
is performed for all media.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The normalized frequency depenedencies UISHE(f)
for different YIG film thicknesses are represented in

H Hf f i H→ + γΔ 0.70HΔ =

( ) ( ) ( )2j j jC C i f→ + π η ( )jη
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Fig. 2. Here all data are normalized to the maximal
voltage for the film of 31 μm thickness (see Fig. 2a)
used in the experiment [18]. All the dependencies are
calculated for magnetic field value 740 Oe. The
dashed-dotted lines point to the FMR frequency
fFMR = fSW(k = 0) = 3.113 GHz. The dashed lines cor-
respond to the magnetoelastic resonance (MER) fre-
quency fMER, determined by the crossover of the dis-
persion dependencies of noninteracting AW and SW.
The difference fMER – fFMR ≈ 30 MHz is due to the
exchange interaction. Being two orders of magnitude
lower than the FMR frequency, this difference turns
out to be significant, since it exceeds by an order of
magnitude the frequency difference of two adjacent
HBAR resonances fm + 1 – fm ~ 3 MHz.

The ISHE voltage frequency dependence has the
form of narrow resonances corresponding to AW reso-
nances fm in the whole HBAR structure. The exam-
ples of such correspondence are shown in [19, 20]. For
every thickness s, one of the local maxima of the
UISHE(f) envelope is localized at the frequency f0 ≈ fFMR
as one can see from Fig. 2. Let’s call UISHE (f0, s) the
main maximum at the main frequency.

In Fig. 3, the dashed-dotted line represents the
dependence of UISHE (f0, s) versus YIG thickness. With
the increase of s from several nanometers the value of
UISHE (f0, s) increases approximately as s2 and reaches
a maximum for the thickness about s0 ~140 nm. With
the further increase of s, UISHE (f0, s) decreases, oscil-
lating with the period ~0.65 μm, which corresponds to
the AW half-length in YIG at frequency f0.

As can be seen from Figs. 2b–2d apart the main
frequency there are additional frequency ranges of
ADSW excitation localized at frequencies fn > f0 (n = 1,
2, 3, …), dependent on the YIG thickness s. It can be
seen that the frequencies of the SW resonances (SWR)
fSW(k = kn = πn/s) (marked with dots on the insertion
in Fig. 3), and the frequencies fn approximately coin-
cide each other

(6)

Note that all SW modes with the frequencies fn > fMER
have wave numbers exceeding the wave number of AW
at that frequency. For example, the SWRs with n > 3 in
the inset have k > 0.5 × 107 m–1.

The thickness dependences of maxima of UISHE(fn, s)
created by SWRs are shown in Fig. 3 by the curves 1–6.
The curve numbers correspond to the mode numbers
in Fig. 2. As one can see, the UISHE(fn, s) values may
exceed the voltage at the main frequency UISHE(f0, s).
The maximum voltage of each mode is presented in
Fig. 3 only for those s when the mode is clearly identi-
fiable and not merged with other modes. For example,
in Fig. 2b the mode n = 1 is merged with the main
mode, the modes n = 2 and n = 3 are also merged
together. With the decrease of s, the modes with lower

( ) SW ( .)n nf s f k k n s≈ = = π
LOGY AND ELECTRONICS  Vol. 64  No. 11  2019
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Fig. 3. Thickness dependencies at fixed magnetic field H0 = 740 Oe of the main maximum UISHE(f0, s) (dashed-doted curve) and
UISHE(fn, s) (curves 1–6). On the insertion: solid curves—obtained from Eqs. (3) and (4) frequency dependencies Re k(f); hori-
zontal dotted lines—SWR wave numbers kn= πn/s for s = 1.5 μm and n = 1–6; vertical dashed and dashed-dotted lines—
fMER(H0) and fFMR(H0) as in Fig. 2.
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n became clearly resolved (see Figs. 2c, 2d) and the
corresponding UISHE(fn, s) increases. At the thickness
about s1 ≈ 208 nm, for the SWR mode with n = 1, the
value UISHE reaches its absolute maximum.

It is interesting to note that in contrast to the exci-
tation of SWRs with microwave uniform magnetic
field in our case the effective magnetic field is created
by the elastic strain of AW and significantly non-uni-
form in the film thickness. As a result, the conditions
are created for the excitation of both even and odd
SWR modes. Nevertheless, at some s values, the exci-
tation of either even or odd modes takes place.

So SWR modes manifest themselves only in a cer-
tain range of thicknesses of YIG films, which in turn
depends on the material parameters of YIG. The
thickness decrease leads to the increase of frequency fn

and its distance from MER. As one can see from Fig. 3
the lower thickness value for ASDW resonances with
n ≥ 1 is about 140 nm.

Note, that in our calculations we intentionally do
not consider the dependency of material parameters,
for example, the magnetic damping, on YIG thick-
ness. So, the thickness influence on UISHE is entirely
determined by the method of the SW excitation. Tak-
ing the additional magnetic damping due to the spin
pumping which depends on thickness [26] into
account leads to a steeper curve UISHE(f0, s) for the
small s < 200 nm [22].
JOURNAL OF COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY AND
CONCLUSIONS
The carried out studies show the strong influence of

magnetoelastic film thickness on acoustic spin pump-
ing in HBAR with ZnO-GGG-YIG/Pt structure.

Due to the inhomogeneous character of the excit-
ing effective magnetic field of an elastic origin, higher
SWR modes (both even and odd) can be generated with
an efficiency comparable and even exceeding that of the
main mode. The absolute maximum of UISHE(f1, s1) is
located at the frequency of the first SWR mode and at
the thickness s1≈208 nm. Supposing that the magni-
tude of the normalization voltage UISHE(f0, 31 μm) ~
4 μV, which was observed in the experiment [18] it is
expected that for the films with the optimal thickness
s ~ s1 and for the same applied power the UISHE(f1, s1)
value will be about hundreds of microvolts.
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